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PickWise

labour productivity,
cost management
and
production recording software
PickWise quickly, accurately and easily
assists its users in recording, reporting and
reducing business costs.

No more labourious paper-based processes requiring manual input into complex and
time-consuming Excel spreadsheets. PickWise records your data quickly and easily and
gives your data at your fingertips. Integrated Worker Management tools can record every
aspect of your labour force from emergency medical information & equipment issued, to
any disciplinary action that has been taken.
PickWise can record and report on the costs to your business,
showing where time and money can be saved.
Productivity reports in PickWise allow users to deploy their most
productive labour force where they can maximise profitability.
Conversely PickWise will identify under performers so remedial
action can be taken.
PickWise data can be quickly exported to Payroll Software such
as Sage to save clerical time.
Fast access to your PickWise data saves time and effort and is
invaluable during audits.
Multi-site access gives you access to your data where and when
you need it.
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PickWise System Overview
Workers hours worked and/or pieces produced
are recorded on the portable handsets
using fast, accurate barcode scanning

Master server collates data from handsets
and input from users computers located on local and/or remote network.
Fast & accurate production, time, yield and costings reports
are then generated and can be exported to Microsoft Word and Excel
Secure wireless
and/or cradled
communication
user triggered
or
real time data
synchronization

Handsets can produce a rich set of reports
to allow the user to closely monitor
labour and production in the field

Password protection and scalable user access levels
ensure confidential data remains secure across the system.

PickWise is the preferred production recording and monitoring solution
for some of the largest growers in the UK and Overseas.
PickWise produces a wide range of reports and a wealth of critical
analysis data. Powerful exports allow you to integrate your data with
third party software.
PickWise data can be quickly exported to HMRC Accredited Payroll
Software such as Sage to save clerical time.
Multi-site access gives you access to your data where and when you
need it, and with the right infrastructure even when you are away from
the office.
Productivity reports in PickWise allow users to deploy their most
productive labour force where they can maximise profitability.
Conversely PickWise will identify under- performers so remedial action
can be taken.

Fast & Accurate Reporting Gives You Your Data At Your Fingertips

PickWise also contains as standard a powerful Human Resource (HR)
Program that takes the pain out of administrating your workforce and
provides summary worker information instantly at your fingertips.
Time is money for all businesses, and the time saved by using
PickWise ensures you get the maximum return on your workers time
and can deploy your most productive workers to the most profitable
area of the business.
Because PickWise is so easy to use, your workers can work and your
supervisors can spend their time supervising.
However large or small your labour pool, PickWise will save you time
and money in administration, with the added bonus of having all your
workforce and production history at your fingertips.

Data Analysis Tools Help You Create Your Own Reports
In The Format That You Need.
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Customer Testimonials
"We have used PickWise for the last few years,
and while we use our payroll software weekly
or our agronomy software occasionally, we
rely on PickWise every single working day.
It reports on worker performance, harvest
yields and production costs giving us an
accurate overview of our business
productivity whenever we need it, hourly, daily,
weekly, monthly or even annually.
A fully-feature production recording system, PickWise records
work done both in the fields and across the farm quickly and
accurately, so that we no longer waste time on 'pen and paper'
recording and the inevitable headaches that come with tracking
it. Wage data is viewable within the application and exported in
seconds to our Sage Payroll Software for the weekly Wage run.
During the day handset reports allow field supervisors to track
production totals and rates so that we don't keep expensive
labour out in the fields longer than is strictly necessary.
Comprehensive PC reports give us data on top performers so
we can incentivise them, and under-performers so we can redeploy them. As data is available over a number of years we can
see performance metrics at a glance and know exactly how
much it is costing us to harvest.
As we operate throughout the year with a fluctuating and
diverse workforce, PickWise's integrated Worker Management
system is a particular boon to us. While other software
companies see this as an 'additional chargeable extra' PickWise
rightly recognises that workforce management is the lynch-pin
of a successful business. As a soft-fruit producer labour costs
both direct and indirect are a significant proportion of the
overall production costs. PickWise helps us save directly by
reducing the unit-cost of production and indirectly by making
labour management quick and easy.
Traceability and Provenance are key to the company's continued
success, we operate 'Integrated Crop Management' systems
utilising the latest growing technology and environmentally
friendly growing disciplines, and PickWise is an important part
of that.
As one of the most diverse of Britain’s premier soft fruit
suppliers we’ve trialled other solutions and we’ve found that the
flexibility that PickWise offers meets our unique requirements
best. In short, it’s the best fit for us.”
Soft Fruit Grower - England
PickWise
201 Sackville Place
Norwich
Norfolk
NR3 1JU
www.pickwise.co.uk

"We have been using Pickwise for the last 10
years, recently upgrading to the Blue version.
Precision recording of hours and volumes
being picked is crucial in the fruit industry to
enable you to lower production costs and
ensure correct payment of workers and this
is exactly what PickWise Blue does.
Easy to use in the field and to set up, the
system allows fast and accurate recording of
all our crops and labour intensive tasks. Very helpful and
informed staff using handset reports can ensure that if there is
a problem it is fixed promptly with minimum delay.
All in all PickWise is a very easy user friendly reporting system
that can be adjusted to suit your own needs and makes
looking at results quick and simple.
We have trialled other solutions but for us, PickWise meets and
exceeds our requirements “
Soft and Top Fruit Grower - Scotland
"We use PickWise Blue in all parts of our farming operation on
a daily basis. It particularly helps us with Labour Management,
where it gives us accurate up to date information on picking
and other related costs, proportionate to harvesting our fruit
and vegetable crops. The program integrates well with Sage
Payroll and saves a great deal of office administration time.
The reports that the program produces covers all the
regulatory wages requirements. The small handheld scanners
can easily be placed in a pocket and with the very user friendly
program we can record each operation within the field
environment. This gives us the advantage of being able to use
real time figures.
Other operations such as venting, spraying, lacing, weeding
etc., can all have an exact cost allocated to a specific block.
Yields of each field or block are recorded at time of picking,
with a breakdown of product grading and time of harvesting
which is invaluable for traceability of products during audits.
From this data we can collate average kilos per picker per hour.
This data is extremely helpful in forecasting for future orders how many pickers are required for each section and also for
working out what time deliveries will reach the Packhouse.
PickWise Blue allows us to analyse in such great detail , when
working within such a volatile market it is such an important
factor, it allows us to make decisions’ from accurate costing as
to when the viability of a crop has come to an end. This
provides a solid platform for the future of our business.”
Soft Fruit Grower - Ireland
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